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Abstract: Two problems associated with VRP will be discussed. The first relates to solving the Blood-Mobile Routing Problem. On a daily basis, blood centers select a set of locations among a group of potential locations to collect blood so as to minimize the delivery cost and to avoid shortfalls. Integer programming is used to model this problem; column generation and branch & bound methodologies are applied for its solution. Numerical experiments and computational results will be presented. The second problem relates to the dynamic transportation system at Walt Disney World (WDW) Park and Resorts. Consistently ranked the best vacation destination experience for families, WDW provides exceptional accommodations, entertainment, and activities supplemented with free transportation. The Industrial Engineering/Operations Research team supported the analysis of integrating standard transit technology (data collection & communications) with real time optimization to create a first of its kind dispatch application in passenger transportation. An overview of the simulation models developed will be given, in addition lessons learned from designing and studying such a dynamic environment will be shared.
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